DISTRICT

NAME OF DEPOT

DEPOT ESTABLISHMENT/BACKGROUND

DEPOT MANAGER/
SUPERVISOR

ACTIVITIES

MASH EAST
PROVINCE
CHIKOMBA

Chivhu

Established in 1989 and was a collection point MUCHISEYI
of Aspindale. In 2001 Chivhu became an JOHN
218-220
Jameson
officially recognised depot.
Street Chivhu
+263 787 124 484
The depot handles 6000 mt and falls under
class 3 in Chivhu.

-grain intake.
-receiving
and
despatching
presidential and command inputs.
-distributing of maize to social
welfare and school feeding.
-receiving maize depot to depot.
-distributing empty bags to farmers.

MUDZI

Kotwa

The depot was established in 1987.

CHIGANGAWA
CHARITY

Located in Industria l The milling plant was contracted in July 2006.
Area Box 20
+263773521888
The depot has a storage capacity of
Kotwa.
30 000 metric tonnes.
The depot is a class 2 depot in mash-east

Receiving grain from farmers
Receiving dt's from other depots
Receiving presidential inputs
Dispatching grain to social welfare
This is a groundnuts procurement
depot

MARONDERA

Marondera

Established in 1973. It covers an area of

6 Antwearp
Industrial
Marondera

Road 7.5hectares.
Area;
The capacity of the shed is 2000mt and

MACHONA
DAVID
+263772 194 869

hard stands are 24000mt. Depot is in region
2b.
The depot is a class 2 depot in Marondera.

-receiving and dispatching grain
-milling silo mealie meal
-selling of silo products
-drought relief programs
-receiving and distributing command,
presidential and vulnerable
and

inputs

Other government related programs
-mobile selling and collection points

MUREWA

Murewa
Hurudza
Murewa
Site

The depot is located in Murewa district in GANGAI
Mash East Province, about 88km from Harare HAZVINEI
Road along Harare Nyamapanda Road.
Industria l
+263 772 192 367
It was built in the 1980s and was officia lly
opened by the late and former president Cde R
G Mugabe in July 1999. The depot comprises
of 12silos, three shades and 9 hard stands.
The depot has a capacity of 96000mt

-receiving grain from
and other depots.

farmers

-receiving and distribution of inputs
-drought relief program

MUTOKO

Mutoko

Mutoko depot was moved to the new site in MAHUNI
2007. It serves 29 wards, which consist of 19 HILDERGATE
No/ 127 Nyamuzizi
communal wards, 5 resettlement wards, 4
Road
+263 787 124 486
small scale and 1 urban area ward.

Storage of 3rd party stock ,selling
agricultural inputs and offering
fumigation services

The depot is capable of handling 10000mt and
is in Mutoko under class 3.

CHIKOMBA

Sadza

Established on 23/09/1986

ZEMURA
MURIEL

Box
16
Sadza A class 3 depot in mash-east capable of
Growth Point
handling 6000mt
+263 772 411 268

* receiving grain intake from local
farmers
* dispatching grain to social welfare
* receiving government inputs and
disbursement
* daily grain stack aeration
* daily physical stock counts and
reconciliations
* daily compiling and submission of
depot reports

WEDZA

Wedza

Established in 1985

MURADZIKWA
SHELTON

Box
94
Wedza A class 3 depot in mash-east capable of
Growth Point
handling 25500mt
+263 782 784 576

Intake wheat and maize
Drought relief programs
Inputs distribution

MANICALAND
PROVINCE

MUTARE

Bazely Bridge
Stand
No
Bazely Bridge

BUHERA

Buhera
Box 13 Buhera

Established in 1969. Areas covered are MAFUSIRE
Zimunya Marange. Caters for 18 wards. Is in LOICE
139,
region 5 with minimal rainfall
+263 782 784 563
A class 3 depot in Mutare capable of holding
5000mt
The depot was established in 1980 and has
estimated area coverage of 60 500 square
metres.

MAVENGANO
CHRISTOPHER
+263 787 124 496

Procurement of groundnuts and small
grains. Social welfare program.
Distribution of presidential inputs.

Receiving intake. Receiving and
distribution of inputs. Distribution of
social services

A class 3 depot in Buhera with a storage
capacity of 20000mt.
MAKONI

Chiendambuya

Established in 1995

DZAPASI
TINASHE

Stand
3830 a class 3 depot in Rusape with a storage
Chiendambuya
capacity of 21000mt
+263 787 124 498
Growth Point

. Grain handling
. Inputs distribution
.sgr sales

CHIMANIMANI

MAKONI

Chimanimani

Established 2016

Ward 17 Biriri

A class 3 depot in Chimanimani with a storage
capacity of 10000mt

MURANDA
LANGTON
+263772197303

Chinyudze

Established on 1 0ctober 1993.

CHAPEYAMA
HENRY

Box 128 Headlands

A class 3 depot under Rusape with a storage
capacity of 18000
+263 772 192 419

Receiving intake. Disbursement of
inputs. Storage facilities for all intake.
Farmer support services
(1) receiving grains from farmers
(2) selling of silo products, stock feeds
(3) receiving and distributing inputs to
farmers
(4) drought relief programs

CHIPINGE

Chipinge

Chipinge depot used to be a

Stand 241 Ferreira;

Coffee processing plant

Box 220

Operated by white farmers

Distribution of inputs

Chipinge

Till march 1990 when it was

Distribution of maize
stricken areas

Converted to a grain
Depot commissioned by the
Late CDE R. G MUGABE
A class 2 depot under Chipinge with a storage
capacity of 7000mt.

JANI PAULINE +263772 192 353

receiving and storage of grain
Maintaining grain quality

Selling maize to miller
Provision of services

to drought

MAKONI

Dewedzo
St Bedes
Point

Dewedzo was established first in 1988
Growth Shortly closed in 1997 and reopened

Box 97 Rusape

As collection point in 2001.

MANYANGE
JOSEPHINE.R.
+263787 124 492

Receiving grain from farmers.
Receiving and distribution of inputs
Of all programs in the 6 wards

It gained its depot status in 2003

Drought relief programs

Covers 6 wards of Makoni district

Issuing storage bags to farmers

That is ward 13, 14, 15, 24, 25 and 39.
A class 3 depot under Rusape with a storage
capacity of 40000mt.

MAKONI

Masvosva

Permanent collection point.

Box 94, Rusape

Due to its high intake was later
Considered as a permanent collection

MANYANGE
JOSEPHINE.R.
+263787 124 492

receiving grain from farmers.
Receiving and distribution of inputs
Of all programs in the 6 wards

Point.

Drought relief programs

Only 4km from the main tared road

Issuing storage bags to farmers

Rusape - Wedza road.
Depot has storage capacity of 5000mt.

CHIPINGE

Middle Sabi
Block 27 A.R.D.A
Estates

Middle Sabi is located 174km south of Mutare GANYAWU
in Chipinge district
FRANCIS
Middle Sabi was established in 1986 at block +263 787 124 493
22 A.R.D.A estate., due to little space, it was
relocated to block 27 A.R.D.A estates and was
officially opened on the 8th of July 1994 by the
late minister of agriculture Honorable
Kumbirai Kangai
Depot storage capacity adding up to 54000(mt)
The depot is a class 3 depot.

Commercial trading
Receiving farmer produce
Drought relief mitigation programmes
Inputs distribution programmes

MUTARE

Mutare Grain

The depot was established in 1987. It has a RWAZEMBA
rebagging plant was installed in 2001 and the JAMES
Nyakamete
milling plant in 2004. The depot has a storage
Industrial Area 5065 capacity of 26 400 metric tons on hard stands +263772 194 875
Grimsby Close
and 1 400 metric tons in the milling shed.
Mutare - Masvingo The depot is a class 1 depot in Mutare
Road.

Receiving grain from farmers
Receiving imports
Inputs distribution
presidential inputs

- command

Sales
Provision of fumigation services
Drought relief program
Weighment

&

MUTASA

Mutasa

Established in 2001.

51 Chinyika Rural Capacity - open space 10000mt
Service Centre
Sheds - 150mt
Box 128
A class 3 depot in Mutasa district.
Headlands

NYANGA

Nyanga

Established in 1981

Box 160

Open storage capacity of 7000mt

Nyanga

Milling shed which can accommodate

MACHEKERA
RODWELL
+263 772 194 876

HAMADZIRIPI
HELLEN
+263 773 058 921

Established 1964

RAFAMOYO
PAULINE

Stand Number 405 A class 1 depot under Rusape with a storage
Chimurenga Rd
capacity of 25 000mt
+263 772 192 420
Box 94, Rusape

Inputs
receiving,
distribution

storage

and

Receiving intake
Despatching social welfare maize
Receiving command and presidentia l
inputs
And despatching them to farmers

A class 3 depot in Nyanga

Rusape

Maize receiving and distribution

Drought relief programs

90 tonnes

MAKONI

Intake receiving

Receiving and dispatching maize,
presidential and command inputs

HEADLANDS

Timbermills

The depot was established in 1972 it has a DZIVA PATRICIA
hardstand storage capacity of 130 000 metric
Farm No. 18 Fair
+263 772 194 893
tonnes.
Field Headlands
A class 2 depot under headlands with a storage
capacity of 72800

Receiving grains from farmers mainly
Maize and wheat.
Disbursement of drought relief grain.
Disbursement of presidential inputs.
Disbursement of command inputs.

MASVINGO

Chiredzi

The depot was established

Nandi Siding

In 1937. It is situated 17km

Box 83, Chiredzi

From Chiredzi town and

DARIKWA
Receiving grains
SHERON
Receiving and despatching
+263772 194 863
Inputs (command agriculture,

Serves 32 wards. The depot

Presidential programs)

Has a holding capacity of 20000metric tonnes

Storage of grain

A class 2 depot under Masvingo

Drought relief programs

MASVINGO

Chivi
Box 28
Chivi

Since independence, Chivi used to be a BADZE TICHAFA
permanent
collection/selling
point
for
+263 787 124 495
Masvingo depot and was being manned by
supervisors.

Receiving grains through dts

There was a resolution that was made to have
a permanent depot hence constructio n
commenced

Sales of silo products

In 2005 and was completed in June 2006.later
on the depot was officially declared a
permanent station.
Comprises of 32 wards which range
From Madzivadondo (sharing the border
With Zvishavane) To Nyahombe (Chiredzi
Boundary). It is a class 3 depot in Masvingo
which falls under region 5 and has a capacity
of 10000mt.

Maize sales and distribution
Inputs distribution

GUTU

Gutu
Stand Number 200
Chatsworth Road

The establishment of Gutu depot as a strategic
effort to alleviate poverty through agricultur e
under the scheme:
Strategic grain reserve was well back in 1982.
The depot is located along Chatsworth roads at
stand number 200.
Gutu is known for its high percentage of grain
intake.
Since it is situated geographically in regions
3,4 and 5 it comprises of communa l,
resettlement A1, A2, and small scale
commercial farming.
Gutu is a class 3 depot under Masvingo with a
storage capacity of 1000mt.

ZVATAIONA
ONWARDS
+263 787 124 477

Intake of maize, groundnuts and other
Small grains.
Receiving
command

and

distribution

of

And presidential inputs
Participating in all programs related to
Strategic grain reserve in the district
Selling white maize to the community

ZAKA

Jerera

The depot was established on

Stand No. 495 Jerera 1981.it has carrying capacity of
Growth Point
4000 metric tons. It services 34
Box 75, Jerera
Wards under 4 chiefs. Located at

MASVINGO

JAMES LLYOD

Receiving maize depot to depot

+263 774 597 949

Receiving grains. (intake)
Drought relief programs (socialWelfare.)

Jerera growth point 90

Selling silo foods products.

Kilometres from Masvingo province town.
The district falls under region 3, 4 and 5 in is a
class 3 depot.

Receiving presidential and command
Inputs.

Makambe

The depot was recently established on 1 June NGARIZE HYDEN
2020 in a high small grains production area. It +263 787 124 497
Stand number
1
is situated 100km
Makambe
Siding
Chiredzi
From Chiredzi town and serves 7 wards. The
depot has a holding capacity of 5000metric
tonnes
The depot is a class 3 depot

MASVINGO

Masvingo
Stand No. 960-1
Mineral Road

Receiving grains
Receiving and despatching
Inputs (command agriculture,
Presidential programs)
Storage of grain
Drought relief programs

The depot was established in 1964. The depot CHIKANDA
has grain storage capacity of 10000mt hard TAMAI
+263 772 192 349

Receiving grain intake. Receiving
maize from depot to depot and
imports.
Distribution of social
welfare and school feeding program.

Box 369 Masvingo

stands, 5000mt shed and an additiona l
10000mt on compacted ground.

Receiving and distributing inputs
under command and agricultur a l
schemes.
Sales
of all grains.

The depot is a class 1 depot in Masvingo
province.
BIKITA

Nyika

Established in 1986 and it is far north of

Stand No. 2 Duma
Location

the district (how many km).

Box 110 Nyika

falls in natural regions 3, 4 and 5. It is a class
3 depot linked by road and has a carrying
capacity of 30000mt bagged grain.

MUPFURURIRWA
TITUS
+263 787 124 482

Receiving intake from
Producers and dts of
Grain from other depots.
Despatching grain to social welfare
Inputs receiving and despatching
Storing of grain

MWENEZI

Rutenga

Depot was formally established in 2004

MATIZA
EDMORE

Stand No. Ca2089 Depot is now sited near
Mwenezi
+263 772 192 417
Rutenga railway station which links south
Africa

1.selling maize to deficit areas
2.recieving intake mainly small grains
3.distribition of presidential
command

and

And Mozambique boarders

Inputs in the district.

A class 3 depot under Masvingo with a storage
capacity of 12000mt.

4.distibution of maize through social
welfare
(drought relief programs)
5. Storage of all strategic grain reserve
products
6.selling of silo products and stock
feeds

